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Title of Programme/ Name of Regulation [if general]
Honour School of Modern Languages

Brief note about nature of change: replacement of author

Location of change
In Examination Regulations 2018 (http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2018-19/hsofmodelang/)

Effective date
For students starting from MT 2019
For first examination from 2021-22

Detail of change
Amend citation reference 1.673 as follows (deleted text struck through, new text underlined):
1.673 (5) Nabokov Petrushevskaia

Explanatory Notes
Diversification of syllabus, in response to Faculty Review and student feedback, replacing a less popular author from the (currently all-male) list of Russian Modern Prescribed Authors (ii) with an important and post-Stalin female author, Ludmila Petrushevskaia.